
MGSC Knock Out 2013 – Slam Bidding 

 
 

Playing in a Minneapolis Grand Slam Club KO against a very competent pair, we pick up: 

 

        ♠ - 

        ♥ AT8742 

        ♦ AQ8 

        ♣ AJT7 

 
Partner passes, RHO opens 1D.  This actually improves our hand slightly; we expect any 

diamond, club, or even heart finesse we need to succeed.  But we’ll need partner’s help 

to make anything, so we start with a simple 1H. 

 

Lefty passes, and partner surprises us slightly with a 2D bid.  This tends to show good heart 

support and a fair hand.  Partner’s hand is limited by his failure to open, but otherwise we 

expect good values. 

 

Our prospects have improved significantly.  We expect one or fewer hearts losers, zero 

spade losers, and probably zero diamond losers.  What concerns us is clubs.  Even if we 

expect one club honor to be onside, we could easily have two club losers opposite three 

small in dummy. 

 

We can find out a little more about partner’s hand by bidding 3C.  This is ostensibly a help-

suit game try.  We intend to be in game no matter what partner says, but if he has a useful 

club holding he’ll bid 4H, and then we’ll feel better about bidding more. 

 

Partner does, in fact, raise to 4H.   Time to assess.  At most one heart loser, at most one 

diamond loser, and at most one club loser.  Partner, who has shown values with his 2D bid, 

is a favorite to cover two of those losers. 

 

We decide to bid 6H.  A low diamond is led and dummy is mildly surprising: 

 
        ♠ QT764 

        ♥ KQ6 

        ♦ K74 

        ♣ 65 

 

 

        ♠ - 

        ♥ AT8742 

        ♦ AQ8 

        ♣ AJT7 

 

Partner probably didn’t expect his King of diamonds to be terribly useful, but we love it 

and his KQ of hearts.  We’re less thrilled with his doubleton club, but he probably felt his 

good trumps and side five-card suit made up for it.  He’s right about his hearts but wrong 

about his clubs. 



 

Enough about the bidding; we now have to make 12 tricks.  RHO, who opened the 

bidding, is surely marked with the AK of spades and the King of clubs.  He may have the 

Queen of clubs, or he may have the red Jacks.  Either way, it must be right to attack clubs, 

planning to give up a club and possible ruff a club later. 

 

We win the diamond in our hand with the Ace and lead a heart to the King, just to make 

certain trumps aren’t breaking 4-0.  Everyone follows low.  Next we lead a club, and Righty 

plays the Queen.  Excellent.  This is likely from the KQ.  We win and cross to the King of 

diamonds, noting that LHO follows with a higher diamond than was led, likely meaning 

diamonds are 4-3. 

 

We lead another club.  RHO plays the Queen and attempts to cash a high spade.  We 

ruff, draw trump, and claim twelve tricks: 

 
        ♠ - 

        ♥ AT8742 

        ♦ AQ8 

        ♣ AJT7 

♠ AK5             ♠ J9832 

♥ 95                ♥ J3 

♦ T952             ♦ J63 

♣ KQ43            ♣ 982 

        ♠ QT764 

        ♥ KQ6 

        ♦ K74 

        ♣ 65 

 
Some points about this hand: 

 

 Just because one of our opponents opened the bidding first doesn’t mean we 

should rule out slam.  Often the opening bid will help us place cards, and we can 

treat holdings like AQ as if they were the AK. 

 

 Count your probable losers and see how likely it is that partner can cover those 

losers.  Make bids that will help you decide how helpful partner’s hand will be in 

covering those losers. 

 

This hand was held by my partner Andy Caranicas.  He was the one who made the 

probing 3C bid, then bid and made the slam.   A terrific example of evaluation and 

execution. 
 
 

Richard Lawson 


